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I.

Replacement and upgrade of Span Wire Traffic Signal at Indian River Road and Princess
Anne Road

The City of Virginia Beach is in the process of replacing many of its existing span wire suspended traffic
signals. The existing span wire traffic signal at the intersection of Indian River Road and Princess Anne Road is
in the process of being replaced with a mast arm structure.
This process started with a Roadway Safety Analysis (RSA) of the intersection. An RSA is performed when the
local community, community legislatures, the Traffic Management Operations, or Traffic Engineering offices
determine that there is a need to address traffic concerns within the intersection. These concerns can involve
population growth, traffic pattern changes, traffic accidents, or traffic flow problems, which effect the traffic
intersection.
The Roadway Safety Analysis for the intersection of Indian River Rd and Princess Anne Rd was initiated with
the desire to replace and upgrade the existing the span type traffic signal with a mast arm structure. The RSA
will allow Traffic Management Operations to look at all operational aspects of this intersection in order to
compliment the replacement of the traffic signal system. This intersection’s RSA also received input from
Virginia Beach City Council person Barbara Henley. The intersection had rehabilitation construction work
performed on the existing traffic signal system in the spring of 1996. The current spam wire traffic signal is
unable to maintain minimum height clearance level of 15 feet. The span wire traffic signal system displays the
typical wear from a free swinging signal system. This replacement is intended to improve safety, functionality,
and performance of traffic signal system.
The Public Works Traffic Management Operations division will perform the construction work required for the
replacement of the span wire traffic signal. This work will involve the construction of a mast arm traffic signal.
The mast arm structure will have luminare arms which will improve lighting at the intersection. The ability of
the Traffic Management Operations division to perform this type of construction work avoids the need to
contract this work to a construction company. This “in house’’ construction will save future maintenance costs
to our Public Works budget and ultimately save costs to the taxpayer.
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II.

Determining Network Wide Link Flows thru Strategic Sensor Deployment, January 20, 2012

The Traffic Management Center (TMC) hosted a lecture, led by ManWo Ng, PhD, a professor from Old
Dominion University. The lecture discussed the need to gather traffic information for planning, management,
and control of transportation management systems. Dr. Ng spoke on the difficulty in determining traffic flow
numbers. This difficulty may increase because a transportation agency does not have the ability to put traffic
counting sensors along all traffic corridors. Dr. Ng’s lecture demonstrated a modeling approach by which
determining the traffic flow pattern along a small number of traffic corridors, it is possible to infer the traffic
flow pattern on other traffic corridors. Dr. Ng continued with the lecture to demonstrate how these modeling
methods can be used to determine the minimum number of traffic counting sensor locations, which can be used
to infer the traffic flow pattern, on another traffic corridor.
Dr. Ng addressed our concerns with determining traffic flow patterns by explaining the idea of “Flow
Conservation”. Flow conservation basically means that the incoming flow is the same as the outgoing flow. The
professor used this theory to explain his traffic modeling ideas. The concept is complex, but Dr. Ng explained
the modeling ideas in an easy to understand manner and he was able to answer all of the TMC staff member’s
questions.
The TMC staff has always welcomed those in the transportation industry to visit our Center. The TMC has
appreciated those transportation industry leaders who have assisted our staff in furthering our knowledge in
traffic technologies and advancing our experience in intelligent transportation systems.

Dr. Ng discusses Traffic Flow Conservation with the TMC staff.

Dr. Ng demonstrates his Network Wide Link Flows through Strategic
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III.

TrafficVision traffic camera detection system demonstration, January 26, 2012

The Traffic Management Center (TMC) was given a traffic camera detection demonstration by representatives
from TrafficVision. TrafficVision is a company specializing in vision detection technology, transportation
infrastructure analysis, and software programming. The representatives were able to set up their equipment so
that the TMC could use the existing traffic Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras to perform real time
traffic data collection.
The TMC’s cameras are typically used to observe traffic conditions at the intersections in the City of Virginia
Beach. The TrafficVision team installed their “TMC” rack mounted unit and software onto the TMC computer
system. Once the system was in place, the TrafficVision team was able to demonstrate to staff how to collect
various types of real time traffic data. The TrafficVision “TMC” software was able to perform traffic “counts”,
which can be used for Average Daily Traffic (ADT) roadway capacity requirements. The TrafficVision traffic
monitoring technology enables the existing CCTV cameras to collect data on per-lane traffic speeds, flow rate,
and lane occupancy. The software is also able to detect traffic conditions such as, stopped, or slowed vehicles,
traffic congestion, and wrong way heading vehicles. The system can send computer “alerts” to the TMC staff
when traffic incidents occur. The TrafficVision “TMC” software enabled this data to be displayed on the TMC
computers. This data is collected by the TrafficVision technology and is archived on the TMC computer hard
drives. The traffic monitoring data and can be downloaded for analysis at any time.
This was only a small demonstration of the total data collection capabilities of the TrafficVision technology.
The TMC will retain the TrafficVision equipment, so that the staff can familiarize themselves with its
capabilities. TrafficVision will get feedback from the TMC operators, so that they can improve their traffic data
collection technologies’ performance.
The TrafficVision representatives explained how the company works with Clemson University. The company
works within the University’s research environment to bring technology to the public market. Some of the
TrafficVision technology was created by the Clemson University Research Foundation. By commercializing
this technology, the two organizations work together to contribute to the recognition of the academic, and
research excellence, of the University’s program.
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TrafficVision representatives, work together to install the
“TMC” traffic data collection software.
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IV.

Traffic Management Operations Division Response Information
Some of the vital statistics we address each month
1. Number of Traffic Counts Scheduled/Completed – 8/8
- In addition, we collected turning movement counts at 5intersections
2. Number of Hits on the Traffic Data Database (at www.VBgov.com/TCDS)
- 211 hits for the month of January 2012
- 5468 hits since program inception (July 2009)
3. Number of Utility Locate Tickets (Miss Utility) Received/Checked/Marked – 2019/202/145
4. Number of Traffic Signal Preventive Maintenance Actions completed –49
5. Number of Traffic Signal Work Orders Received – 118
6. Number of Traffic Sign Work Orders Completed – 414
7. Linear feet of Thermoplastic Applied to Roadway – none installed

